MARYLAND ANESTHESIA EVALUATOR CALIBRATION PROGRAM
PURPOSE:

• TO PROVIDE OBJECTIVE AND CONSISTENT OFFICE ANESTHESIA EVALUATIONS
• TO STANDARDIZE CATEGORIES OF ANESTHESIA EVALUATIONS
• ESTABLISH A STANDARDS FOR OFFICE ANESTHESIA SAFETY
• TO STANDARDIZE ALL OFFICE ANESTHESIA EVALUATIONS IN ALL CATEGORIES
• TO ESTABLISH ONGOING MAINTENANCE STANDARDS IN OFFICE ANESTHESIA SAFETY
• TO CALIBRATE ANESTHESIA EVALUATORS TO ALL CATEGORIES OF EVALUATIONS
• TO CALIBRATE ANESTHESIA EVALUATIONS TO ANESTHESIA CLASS I, II, III PERMITS

ELIGIBILITY

• 1. MUST BE IN GOOD STANDING WITH STATE BOARD
• 2. MUST HOLD A CURRENT ANESTHESIA PERMIT
• 3. MUST HOLD ANESTHESIA PERMIT AT LEAST THROUGH ONE RE-NEWAL PERIOD
• 4. RECOGNIZED BY OTHER PERMIT HOLDERS/ANESTHESIA EVALUATORS – GOOD STANDING IN ASSOCIATIONS, DENTAL SCHOOLS, COMMUNITY, ETC.
• 5. DEMONSTRATE SPECIAL INTERESTS IN DENTAL ANESTHESIA – PARTICIPATION IN EDUCATIONAL VENUES, STUDY CLUBS, ETC.
MARYLAND STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS
OFFICE ANESTHESIA EVALUATOR MEETING

AGENDA

I. WELCOME: June 21, 2017, 6 PM

II. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS/MODERATOR: Arthur Jee, D.M.D. - INTRODUCTION OF ANESTHESIA COMMITTEE/BOARD MEMBERS

III. ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES OF EVALUATORS: ANESTHESIA COMMITTEE

IV. CALIBRATION EXAMINATION: DR. JEE

V. REVIEW OF CALIBRATION EXAMINATION/DISCUSSION: ANESTHESIA COMMITTEE

VI. OVERVIEW OF ANESTHESIA AND SEDATION REGULATIONS AND PROPOSED CHANGES

VII. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

VIII. ADJOURN: 9:30 PM

Maryland State Board of Dental Examiners

So,
WHO ARE OFFICE ANESTHESIA EVALUATORS, AND
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE?
Maryland State Board of Dental Examiners

ANSWER:

YOU ARE .......... MSBDE BOARD CONSULTANTS

Maryland State Board of Dental Examiners

MSBDE CONSULTANT CONTRACTS

- YOU MUST HAVE A CURRENT ANESTHESIA PERMIT
- FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE UPDATED CONTRACTS, PLEASE DO SO.....
- THERE IS CONFIDENTIALITY AND CONFLICT OF INTERESTS REQUIREMENTS
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MSBDE CONSULTANT CONTRACTS

- YOU MUST HAVE A CURRENT ANESTHESIA PERMIT
- FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE UPDATED CONTRACTS, PLEASE DO SO.....
- THERE IS CONFIDENTIALITY AND CONFLICT OF INTERESTS REQUIREMENTS

Consultants Reimbursement Policies

Evaluators receive $200 for each applicant that they exam. (2 hours is the maximum time for each exam) Even if the Evaluators exceed the 2 hour time period, the DOH contracts only pay for 2 hours.

* If you examine two applicants/dentists at the same office, on the same scheduled date; the Evaluator can be compensated $200 for each applicant/dentist.
Consultant Reimbursement Policies

Evaluators are reimburse mileage at the current Department of Budget Management rate. Current rate is 53.5 cents per mile. If an Evaluator performs multiple exams (two or more applicants/dentists) at the same time, at the same office; you get mileage for the distance to the site... ... ... Not per applicant/dentist.

* If you examine two dentist at same location, 2300 Anywhere Street, where the mileage is 50 @ .535 equals $26.75 to be reimbursed. (Not $26.75 for each applicant.)
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2 Anesthesia CE Credits for Calibration Meeting
REVIEW OF CURRENT ANESTHESIA REGULATIONS
REVIEW OUTLINE OFFICE ANESTHESIA EVALUATION FORMS
[Formats and Templates]

CLASS I AND II EVALUATION FORM

MANDATORY

AIRWAY MANAGEMENT CRITICAL
CLASS I AND II EVALUATION FORM

AIRWAY – ORAL + NASAL SACK/MASK

CLASS III EVALUATION FORM

Discuss Medical Compromise Adult – Class II/III
QUESTION TO ASK: WILL THIS DOCTOR PROVIDE SAFE OFFICE ANESTHESIA?

Comments:
1. Satisfactory responses?
2. Equipment and Drug compliance?
3. Anesthetic Technique – appropriate?

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Recommend to pass
2. Recommend to pass with reservations (record reservations) – eg. no ACLS documentation
3. Recommend Failure (record deficits)
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CALIBRATION EXAMINATION

20 - 30 MINUTES

30 Questions
1. At the beginning of your evaluation, the candidate responds that he/she does not treat children. Your response is:

a. You are required to be tested on children regardless
b. OK. We will inform the Dental Board accordingly
c. What is your definition of Child?
d. None of the above

2. Your candidate states that he/she did not have time to fulfill the ACLS requirement. His/her current certification just expired. You respond:

a. We are sorry, we can not evaluated you
b. OK. We do not need it for evaluation
c. OK. As long as you have the certificate before we submit our report to Anesthesia Committee
d. None of the above
3. What is the correct absorption rate of drugs?

a. IV – one minute  
b. Oral – 30-60 minutes  
c. sublingual – 3-5 minutes  
d. All the above

6. After you and your partner have finished your Evaluation, the Candidates asks, “Did I pass? Can you offer some advice?”

a. Tell the Candidate that you are not able to discuss any part of examination  
b. Tell the Candidate your opinion that he/she did passed or not; and offer suggestions  
c. Tell the Candidate to Contact the Dental Board where he or she can get copy of your report  
d. Tell Candidate that its illegal for he/she to ask
WOULD YOU TREAT THIS PATIENT? IF YES, HOW?

MARYLAND STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS

CALIBRATION TEST

REVIEW
SUMMARY

• Your task is to provide data, objective assessment and recommendations to the Board whether a candidate provides safe office-based anesthesia to the citizens of Maryland!

• Candidates should not be informed whether ‘YOU’ recommend - success or not.
• Applicants have ‘legal’ right to view the Evaluators comments!
• Consultants are advisors to the Dental Board.
• The Dental Board makes the decision whether candidates “passes” or “fails”
• As Consultants, you are charged with conducting evaluations of candidates in objective and fair manner so that all candidates are treated equally.
• Evaluations should be uniform for all candidates in respective Permit categories.
• Your written findings are reported to Board in objective and business-like manner

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING!
RESOURCES:

- AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ORAL MAXILLOFACIAL SURGEONS (AAOMS)
- AMERICAN DENTAL SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIA (ADSA)
- AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DENTAL ANESTHESIOLOGIST (ASDA)
- AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGY (ASA)
- ANESTHESIA PATIENT SAFETY FOUNDATION (APSF)
- AGENCY FOR HEALTHCARE RESEARCH AND QUALITY (AHRQ)
- PATIENT SAFETY ORGANIZATION (PSO)
- WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO) “ALLIANCE FOR PATIENT SAFETY”
- SOCIETY FOR PEDIATRIC ANESTHESIA (SPA)

THANK YOU!

ART JEE, DMD
President, Maryland State Board Dental Examiners (MSBDE)
Diplomate, American Board of Oral Maxillofacial Surgeons (ABOMS)
Treasurer & Board Directors, International Association Oral Maxillofacial Surgeons (IAOMS)
Past President, American Association of Oral Maxillofacial Surgeons (AAOMS)
President, Middle Atlantic Association of Oral Maxillofacial Surgeons (MASOMS)
Commissioner, Commission on Dental Accreditation (CODA)
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• As Consultants, you are charged with conducting evaluations of candidates in objective and fair manner so that all candidates are treated equally.
• Evaluations should be uniform for all candidates in respective Permit categories.
• Your written findings are reported to Board in objective and business-like manner

QUESTIONS?